
WRITE A MATH EQUATION USING WORDS

You can also write equations in Word using the mobile app. . If you see " Microsoft Equation " or "Math Type" in the
Objects list, select it to.

The Professional option displays the equation in a professional format optimized for display. On touch- and
pen-enabled devices you can write equations using a stylus or your finger. The Linear option displays the
equation as source text, which can be used to make changes to the equation if needed. The equation is now
selected. If you do need to fine-tune your equation, you have two tools at your disposal. Add an equation to
the equation gallery Select the equation you want to add. This feature can be very useful if you are taking math
classes or use math at work and need to convert notes into documents. It is possible to convert all equations in
a document to the Professional or Linear formats, or a single equation only, if the math zone is selected or the
cursor is in the equation. Available for subscribers in Version Build  After you insert the equation the
Equation Tools Design tab opens with symbols and structures that can be added to your equation. When you're
satisfied, click Insert to convert the ink equation to an equation in your document. If the character you meant
to write is on the menu, select it. Choose the down arrow and select Save as New Equation Using the mouse or
other input device to write your equation in the light yellow grid area. The grid area will expand up and to the
right as needed. Use a stylus or your finger to write a math equation by hand. The equation is inserted into the
equation box in your document. The linear option will display the equation in either UnicodeMath format, or
LaTeX format, which can be set in the Conversions chunk. To see other sets of symbols, click the arrow in the
upper right corner of the gallery. To see all the symbols, click the More button. You can add or change the
following elements to your equation. Ink Equation is designed to be used with a tablet pen on a tablet PC. This
feature allows you to insert equations into Word, Excel, and PowerPoint by handwriting them.


